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Prospects of Using Waves of Suleimenov-Mun in  “Green” Energetics
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Abstract: It is shown experimentally that in the solutions of heat-sensitive polymers being in gradient
temperature fields, regular self-oscillations may occur. Theoretical interpretation of the observed phenomena
is given. The prospects of using data of detected waves in solar power engineering are discussed.
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INTRODUCTION etc.) change along with it.The mechanism of development

Self-organization   processes   in  solutions  of between the moment of heating of local volumeof solution
stimuli-sensitive polymers attracts attention for a long up to the temperature of phase transition and moment of
time [1,2]. In particular, it is connected with attempts to actual phase transition. In turn, this delay is explainedby
reveal the evolution mechanism, preceded to biological inertance of the macromolecular coil, which transfers from
one, i.e.to find out, how life on the Earth  was  arisen  [3]. the swelled condition to the compressedone with regard
It is known that attempts to interpret the appearance of to solutions of heat-sensitive polymers.In present
genetic code on the basis of Darwinian point of view research it is shown that existence of SMW can be used
confronted to insurmountable  difficulties,  for  example, as a basis for means of utilization of thermal energy of a
analyzed in [4] in accessible form. (One of them is new type. Namely, it is shown both experimentally and
extremely long time required   forrealization    of  theoretically that the SMWenergy actuated in the cooling
corresponding   sequence  of mutations)    One    of   the contour can be converted into electricalenergy by
 simplest    examples      of   self-organization   in  open relatively simple means.
non-equilibrium systems are self-oscillations  [1], which,
at certain conditions, can transform into non-equilibrium MATERIALS AND METHODS
structures.  Such    variations    occurring    in     open
non-equilibrium systems of different nature [5,6] were also In the present work 2% solution of N-iso-propyl-
researched in recent decades.Recently in the works [7-9] acryamide copolymer (NIPAAM) and acrylic acid (AA)
oscillations of another previously unknown type were was studied, [NIPAAM] [AA] 90:10 mole.% at pH = 6-7 in
discovered, theywere called in [10-12] as Suleimenov- the range of temperatures from 26 to 40°C. Selected
Mun’s waves.Suleimenov-Mun’s waves (SMW) arise in polymer possesses temperature of phase transition of
environments experiencing phase transition at the about 32°C; at this temperature it sharplybecomes turbid.
temperature rise; for example, vibrations developing in It allows to measure the content of macromolecules
solutions ofthermo-sensitive polymers [13-15]. In this transited into partially soluble form by turbidimetry
case the ambient temperature changes periodically and (measurement of light intensity transmitted through
controlled parameters (conductivity, degree of ionization, solution).  In  particular,  there is a possibility to research

of instability of this type is connected with time delay
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variations of the number of such macromolecules by
measurements of optical density oscillations.Dependence
of relative intensity of light transmitted through solution
was measuredwith the timeresolution 10 ms, value
corresponding to light intensity transmitted through cell
at initial moment was taken per unit. 

Solution was placed in the rectangular cell with
optically transparent walls, cooled by external water
jacket.Wire element providing solution heating to
demanded temperature locatedinside the cell.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Examples of measurement results are shown in passing through cell from on time, T =380C.
Figures 1& 2. It can be seen that optical density of the
solution demonstrates periodic oscillations.The result of
applying numerical filtration procedure to mean-square
deviations of measured values presented atthe Figure1 is
shown at the Figure 3.

It is evident that temperature-sensitive polymer
solution near the phase transition is characterized by
fluctuations of the optical density of regular (periodic)
character.

Qualitatively appearance of these fluctuations can be Fig. 2: Dependence of relative intensity of radiation
explained as follows. Dependence of optical density of the assing through ditch from the time, T=37 °C.
solution of the temperature-sensitive polymer typically
has a pronounced non-linearcharacter; however, it is not
uneven. This reflects the fact that in the transition region
there is dynamic equilibrium: the part of molecules fallen
into partially soluble state becomes swollen
macromolecular coil and another part experiences reverse
transition.

In equilibrium, frequencies of both transitions, in Fig. 3: The result of appliance of numerical filtering to
theory, should be the same. However, this balance can be mean square deviation of relative intensity of
disrupted by a variety of reasons, one of them (as it will radiation; data from Figure 1 are used.
be clear later) are self-oscillations and waves that arise
spontaneously in the thermodynamically open system of Lets write the equation that describes temperature
this type. distribution in the given ditch in space and time

Theory of SM-Type Thermal Waves: Lets construct a
theory of detected regular oscillations obviously relevant
to SM-waves type but somewhat different from those
discussed in [10]. This theory, in particular, allows us to
show that the nature of such fluctuations is closely
associated with the factor of inertia of the phase
transition; it   allows  us  to  relate them to the class of
SM-waves. Namely, there is a certain delay between the
time when the temperature of a macromolecule becomes
sufficient to move in a partially insoluble state and the
actual moment of the phase transition.

Fig. 1: Dependence of relative intensity of radiation

(1)

where a is a coefficient of thermal diffusivity, ,2

is waterdensity, c  is water heat capacity at constantv

volume, V (T) is frequency of the forward and reverse±

phase transition, respectively, )q is latent heat of the
phase transition.

The sign on the right side of equation (1)
corresponds to assumption of endothermic nature of
formation of partially insoluble molecules above the
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critical temperature. (I.e. it is assumed that energy Derivative
ofconversion   of   a   macromolecule   into  slightly
swelled coil is positive). The sign V {T(t)} corresponds to±

the assumption that transition frequencies are determined
not only by the value of temperature at a given time but
also by the nature of other changes in the previous
period.

In state of equilibrium where fluctuations are absent
(background task), the temperature profile is determined
by solution of the equation

(2)

with appropriate boundary conditions. In case of
cylindrical symmetry of the task the function T (r)0

depends on the radial coordinateonly.

We define

(3)

The function of temperature variations relative to the
background profile, which, as follows from recording, may
take negative values. Equation (1) can be linearized by
standard procedure, substituting expansion (3) and
considering the values not higher than the first power.
We have:

(4)

where  is nuclei of the linear integral operators

describing  time  delay of frequency response of direct
and reverse phase transitions to the temperature change
[8].

In the simplest case, when time delay
hasstrictlydefinite meaning, equation (4) takes nextform

(5)

(This case corresponds to *-shaped form of dependence
of K(t) function from time). 

(6)

can be considered as constant if the temperature gradient
is small in the considered system(temperature of the
cellwall is maintained close to the temperature defined by
heating element), accordingly T . const.0

The sign of the derivative (6) near the temperature of
phase transition is clearly positive, as at this temperature
range,frequency of direct phase transition increases
bygrowth of T variable and frequency of inverse phase
transition behaves in opposite manner.

We shall find solution (5) as follows:

(7)

considering distribution of the background temperature
on the cross section of ditch by closest to homogeneous.
Substituting (7) into (5), we have:

(8)

where the sign  was included.

Equation (8) can be considered as thedispersion
lawfor oscillations developing in the considered system,
in accordance with [8].Rewrite (8) in the form clearly
contained real and imaginaryparts.

(9)

There is a definite value of frequency when in the
system undamped (and not strengthened) oscillations can
exist. Obviously, this value is determined from the
condition

(10)

Qualitative behavior of the solution (10), can be set
on the basis of  (Figure 4) depending on conditions
withtwo auxiliary dependences set aside

(11)
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Fig. 4: Tolerance range ofparameter µ . electrochemical reactions obligatorily. EMF in the external

their crossing points corresponds to solution of equation regions of solution, which are contacted to each
(10). otherelectrically but having different concentration of low

Presented equationsshow that in particular, existence molecular electrolyte.
of stable wavemay be at sufficiently large µ parameters There is a difference of )n potentials between these
only: areas, which in the first approximation can be defined by

(12)

In fact, the criterion (12) is more rigid, as along with
the condition (7) the following equation must be
performed

(13)

as itis illustrated in Figure 4also.
Thus, the oscillations of the considering type can

develop in the system at sufficiently large µ values only.
Physically, it corresponds to quite sharp dependence of
transitionfrequency from temperature realized for the
number of polymers. Apparently, these conditions are
performed, in particular, for copolymer
[NIPAAM][AA]=90:10 used in experiments.Thus the
inertia of changes of characteristics of the system at
phase transitions can lead to appearance of oscillations of
the type not researched previously.

It is necessary to note that amplitude of the waves
observed in the experiments described above, is relatively
low. However, as follows from above calculations, this
rate is determined by characteristics of reaction of the
macromolecular coil on temperature changeonly. It is
reasonable to believe that transition becomes sharper, for
example, at using solutions containing low-molecularsalt.
In this case there is an additional factor,which promotes

formation of micelles, i. e. phase transition. Therefore, we
can conclude that directional selection by solution will
allow finding the systemswhere the amplitude of SM-
waves will become significant. Search of this type of
systems is justified by the fact that there are quite definite
prospects of SM-waves used in the capacity of the basis
for new means of utilization of thermal energy, including
solar radiation.

Prospects  for   Using    SM-Waves   in   Green   Energy:
It is known [16] that the difference of electrochemical
potential  whichleads  to  occurrence  of  electromotive
force  (EMF)  must  not  be connected with

circuit occurs in case when electrodes are located in

this formula

(14)

where n  are concentrations of positively charged ions1,2

in  the areas 1 and 2, accordingly, k is Boltzmann
constant, T is an absolute temperature.

In normal conditions the concentrations of low
molecular electrolyte are aligned with passage of time, it
does not allow considering such sources of voltage as
long-term.

However, in conditions when origin of SM-wavesis
connected with variations of copolymer solubility
contained ionic groups, the potential difference can be
maintained indefinitely for a long time. Indeed,
compression of a beaker formed bycopolymer
macromolecule of the considered type leads to decrease
in local value of the ionization degree [17]. As a
consequence, it causes change of local concentration of
mobile ions, for example, ions of hydrogen (under the
condition of using polyacid copolymer).

Moreover, as diagram of originated difference of
potentials, different phases ofSM-wave corresponds to its
different value, i.e. in the present case the fact of SM-
wave spreading along the axis where electrodes bare
located is automatically leads to EMB variable.

Thus, materials of work show that there is a mean of
transformation of thermal energy directly to variable
voltage.
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CONCLUSIONS 9. Suleimenov, I., G.A. Mun,  R.  Ivlev,  S.  Panchenko

C SM-waves can be generated directly in the solution
of heat-sensitive polymer which is near the point of
phase transition.

C It is necessary to realize polymer which will be
possess sharp dependence of solubility from
temperature for guarantying appreciable amplitude of
such waves.

C During using heat-sensitive polymer containing
ionogenic groups, it is possible to achieve stable
generation of EMF using spatially separated
electrodes placed at points corresponding to different
phases of SM-wave.

These  conclusions  say  about  a   prospect  of
further research of SM-waves, including feasibility of
research conducting directed on increasing their
amplitude.
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